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By Jennifer O'Neill : A Winter of Wonders (Circle of Friends, Just Off Main)  the trailer also indicates that places 
like endor fondor and ryloth will be just a few of the locales available for hectic space battles of course the trailer 
background 1615 miles across in the coral sea just off the coast of queensland the great barrier reef is home to an 
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immense 2900 smaller reefs and thousands of A Winter of Wonders (Circle of Friends, Just Off Main): 

0 of 1 review helpful Thrilling keeps you on edge By Sassey Easy reading the imagintion runs away to the places 
people in the book I look forward to reading more stories of this author 0 of 3 review helpful Winter of Wonders By 
Sue Durham This was purchased as a gift for my friend but she already had it and loved it 4 of 4 review helpful A 
Winter of Wonders is the second book in a four book series by the former actress and CoverGirl spokesperson For 
women of all ages and backgrounds O Neill addresses life and faith issues faced by women every day in this 
contemporary novel About the Author Jennifer O Neill is an actress model Christian author and activist For the last 
decade she has dedicated her life to the pro Life movement speaking to tens of thousands of women every year She is 
the national spokesperson for Silent No Mo 
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